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6 Westinghouse features make cooking simpler, clean-up easier 

ICook 
the way you want! Surface 

Units can be "fine-tuned" to any 
degree of heat, rather than jump- 
ing the control from low to medium 
to hot. You can dial the exact in- 
between heat you want. 

4 
New Two-Step Clock Timer is ut- 
terly simple. You set one control 
for the time cooking should start. 

^Cou set the other control to the 
lime cooking should stop. Dials 
are easy to read, easy to set. 

• 

2 With the 1961 Westinghouse Elec- 
tric Range, all your utensils (even 
glass) can be automatic. The 
Safety-Matic Unit automatically 
maintains the heat you dial. Food 
won't burn even if pan boils dry. 

5 Surface Units plug out to make 
cleaning easier than ever. Drip 
pans and chrome rings come out 
for cleaning at the sink. Oven 
heaters plug out, too ... to make 
entire oven easy to wipe clean. 

3 Your roasts stay hot, tender, and 
juicy hours after they're cooked. 
Exclusive Roast Guard keeps them 
from drying out or over-cooking. 
You can hold the dinner as long 
as you like if guests are late. 

6 Oven door lifts off so that you can 
easily reach into the farthest cor- 
ner. You don’t have to be double- 
jointed to reach around the open 
oven door. No cracks or crannies 
or sharp corners to catch dirt. 

This sleek 1961 Westinghouse Electric Range 
brings you a new sense of mastery and control. 
It does exactly what you want it to do so that you 
can cook creatively, at your best. No complicated 
panels. Everything is so simple. 
And cleaning is far easier, because everything 
comes out to clean. No poking in, under, and 
around. Cleaning is a breeze, so it's easy to keep 
this range looking like new. 

Of all electric ranges, this is the outstanding buy. 
So, see your Westinghouse Dealer soon. Remem- 
ber, you can be sure ... if it’s Westinghouse. 
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